Scent and Smell Adjectives

Depth of Scent Words
- billowy
- biting
- faint
- heady

Food-Related Scent Words
- aromatic
- citrusy
- fishy
- lemony

Outdoorsy/Natural Scent Words
- airy
- clean
- crisp
- earthy
- fresh
- loamy
- feminine
- flowery
- lilac
- masculine

Unpleasant Scent Words
- acid
- acrid
- dirty
- doggy
- fetid
- mildewed

Food-Related Scent Words
- minty
- piquant
- savory
- sour

Outdoorsy/Natural Scent Words
- moist
- rose
- smoky
- woodsly

Unpleasant Scent Words
- moldy
- musty
- nauseating
- plastic
- putrid
- rancid

- spicy
- sweet
- tangy
- tart
- rotted
- skunky
- spoiled
- stale
- stinking
- sweaty